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1. Editing Files: vi, gedit and emacs 

1.1. Vi
Vi is a modal text editor. When one starts vi (vi [filename]) at the command prompt, the editor 

starts in command mode.  

 

Typing 'i' enters the insert mode, which allows text to be added and edited in the document. Pressing 

the Esc key switches vi back to the command mode, with Esc and 'i' back into insert again.  
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In general in vi there are two types of commands; cursor movements and text modification.  

Movement Commands:  

Relative movement. Relative movement can be prefixed with a count, to tell vi to repeat the 
motion.  

h j k l 
Move the cursor to the left, down, up, right, respectively. These also take a count: '8l' 
moves the cursor 8 letters to the right. 

Return 
+ - 

Move the cursor down (Return and '+') or up ('-'). 

w W b B 
Move forward ('w' and 'W') or back ('b' and 'B') by a word. 'w' and 'b' treat anything 
non-alphanumeric as a word delimiter; 'W' and 'B' honour only white space. 

} { Move to end of current or previous paragraph, respectively. 

) ( Move to end of current or previous sentence, respectively. 

Absolute movement 

G Go to (a specified line). E.g., "10G" moves the cursor to line 10. Without a count, vi goes to 
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the last line of the buffer. 

^ Move to first nonblank character on the current line. 

$ Move to end of current line. 

0 Move to beginning of current line. 

Operators 

Many text modification commands are known as operators. They can be prefixed with a count 
(to repeat the operator), and are suffixed with a motion command. The text between the 
current position and the final position (after the motion) is called a region.  

These are examples of operators:  

D delete a region. 'd10G' deletes lines from current line until line 10 (inclusive). 

C change a region. 'cwnew'[Esc] - changes current word with the text 'new'. 

< 
> 

indent a region. '<}' indents left all the lines from here until end of paragraph. '>/xxx' indents 
right lines from here until the line containing the pattern 'xxx'. 

In some instances, if the motion command repeats the operator character (as in 'dd'), the 
region is a whole line (e.g., 'dd' deletes the current line. Prefixing it with a count repeats (or 
makes it apply to more than one), e.g., '10dd' deletes 10 lines.  

Other Commands: 

/pattern Search for pattern and place the cursor at the start of the matched text. 

?pattern Search in the reverse direction. 

% Move the cursor to the matching brace or bracket: {} [] (). 

. Repeat the last command which has modified the file. 

!program Filter a region through an external program. 

:w 
filename 

Writes (saves) the current document. If the optional filename is provided, the text 
is saved in the specified file. 

:q Quits the editor. 

:e 
filename 

Loads the specified file into the editor. 

:n 
Loads the next file into the editor. Useful when vi was invoked from the command 
line with multiple file names. 

:r filename Reads (inserts) the content of the specified file into the current document. 
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1.2. EMACS 

Emacs can be installed via different ways. Here the example is for the Redhat distribution  

$ yum install emacs 

To start emacs 

$emacs <filename>.<ext> 

 

A new window pops up. Where you can type in  
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Handy vim references card for vim and emacs can be found here:  

http://tnerual.eriogerg.free.fr/vim.html 
http://www.hsrl.rutgers.edu/ug/emacs_qref.html  

Note: For user convenience it is advisable not to use emcs unless you are working directly on 
the Linux box. 

1.3. GEDIT 

Gedit is the official text editor of the GNOME desktop environment. 

While aiming at simplicity and ease of use, gedit is a powerful general purpose text editor. 

Currently it features: Full support for internationalized text (UTF-8) , Configurable syntax 

highlighting for various languages (C, C++, Java, HTML, XML, Python, Perl and many others), 

Undo/Redo, Editing files from remote locations, File reverting, Print and print preview support, 

http://tnerual.eriogerg.free.fr/vim.html
http://www.hsrl.rutgers.edu/ug/emacs_qref.html
http://www.gnome.org/
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Clipboard support (cut/copy/paste), Search and replace, Go to specific line, Auto indentation, 

Text wrapping, Line numbers, Right margin, Current line highlighting, Bracket matching, 

Backup files, Configurable fonts and colors, A complete online user manual is available by 

typing the command “man gedit”.  

Gedit is a GUI (graphical user interface) application, so it requires an X-windows server or X-

server to be running on your workstation, For X-window configuration, please refer to the user 

guide of X-win32. 

The usual way to invoke gedit is: gedit [FILE] 

 

1.4. NANO 

The usual way to invoke nano is: nano [OPTION]... [FILE] 
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More information can be found at http://www.nano-editor.org/ , http://www.nano-

editor.org/dist/v2.1/faq.html, http://www.nano-editor.org/dist/v2.1/nano.html 

 

  

http://www.nano-editor.org/
http://www.nano-editor.org/dist/v2.1/faq.html
http://www.nano-editor.org/dist/v2.1/faq.html
http://www.nano-editor.org/dist/v2.1/nano.html
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Last updated: 02/15/2010 

For Additional Assistance Contact: hpccsupport@ttu.edu  

For Comments/Suggestions on user guide hpcc@ttu.edu 
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